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I s this your last issue?? B e t t e r r e a d p a g e 15!!

New "Slim-Line"
Calculators Introduced
On September 16, 1981, Hewlett-Packard
released two new "slim-line" programmable calculators: the HP-11C Programmable Scientific Calculator and the HP-12C
Programmable Financial Calculator. Both
feature a liquid crystal display (LCD),
Continuou6 Memory, a horizontal keyboard
design, very low power requirements, and
many built-in keyboard functions and
programming tools.
? T h e HP-11C Programmable Scientific
Calculator has lots of memory-up to 203
,program lines. And memory allocation is
' automatic! There are 5 user-definable keys;
5 single-character program labels; 10 numeric program labels; 4 levels of sub* routines; 8 conditional tests; 2 flags; and 21
data storage registers (maximum). The
features a full set of math,
- ,HP-11C
engineering, and statistical functions; it
also includes permutations, hyperbolics,
and a random number generator. Editing
, ' capabilities include the ability to insert and
.'' delete individual lines of a program.
But there is much more than space will
allow. And it's all in a handsome, yet very
rugged, package you can carry in a shirt or

'

+

;

,

interest, which lets you amortize, over the
life of a loan, the interest accrued during
the initial "odd days" period. Futhermore,
this amazing pocket tool includes powerful
statistical analysis and calender functionsall prepro~ammedand available a t the
touch of a key.

mechanical engineering, chemistry, economic analysis, surveying, a n d even
games. For the HP-12C, this accessory book
includes real estate,lendinwavings, investment analysis, personal finance, Canadian
mortgages, and some miscellaneous applications.

Both new slim line calculators havea
another asset: an optional, accessory Solutions Handbook that has been made
available to supplement the calculator
owner's handbook by providing a variety of
applications that .would be useful in the
"real" world. For the HP-11C this accessory
book includes such applications as mathe
matics, statistics, electrical engineering,

You have been asking for this type of
product, and now it is here-just in time for
Christmas. But a few words and one pictrue
just can't begin to descrjbe this new,
powerful, rugged, handsome slim-line contribution to the a r t of programmable
personal calculators. See your local HP
dealer soon, before stocks are depleted.
Even the price will be a pleasant surprise!

The HP-12C Programmable Financial

; Calculator has a maximum memory of 99
7
program lines and, like the HP-11C, has
automatic memory allocation. There are 5
. financial
registers and a maximum of 20
a

,

data storage registers. It also has two
conditional tests and unconditional branchThe HP-12C features a full set of
financial and business functions. Included
are compound interest, amortization, discounted cash-flow analysis with net p r e
sent value and internal rate of return,
bonds and annuities calculations, three
kinds of depreciation schedules, and a
feature that only HP offers: odd-days
'
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Library Corner
All of the programs highlighted in KEY
NOTES are available worldwide. However,
before you order any be sure to read the
paragraph below: "Ordering Programs."

GOOD NEWS
FROM YOUR LIBRARY
The Library, with the help of five
additional part-time employees, has eliminated its backlog! Some of our customers,
however, probably noticed a few deliveries
still a bit tardy. That was not Murphy's
Law prevailing. The culprit was a group of
broken postage meter machines that delayed some shipments for five days. But
those machines have been repaired and,
along with our additional help, we are now
meeting our goal of a two-day turnaround
on orders and coupons.
For those orders that are needed immediately, make a direct call to the Users'
Library, 503-757-2000,extension 3371 (NOT
TOLL-FREE and ONLY for purchase-order
and credit-card orders), and your order will
be shipped that same day!! And if you are a
member of the Users' Library, there is also
still time to take advantage of the 25percent discount on orders of six or more
Users' Library programs (offer expires
December 31,1981).
Our heartiest congratulations to the first
winners of the P r o g r a m Submittal Contest! These winners and their programs are
highlighted elsewhere in this issue. Don't
miss these outstanding programs. And
there will be more monthly winners, plus
three talented authors who will win three
H P - 8 5 P e r s o n a l Computers! You'll read
all about it in the February 1982 issue-if
you subscribe to KEY NOTES (see page 15).
So don't miss this super opportunity to win
some fabulous prizes ... submit your best
programs to the Users' Library today.
Next year marks the T e n t h Annivers a r y of Hewlett-Packard Personal Computing Products, and your Library has exciting plans for a year of celebration. A
subscription has always been a n excellent
buy, and now it even includes a free 1982
subscription for KEY NOTES-a $5* value.
And there's more! All subscribers will have
a new option a t their next renewal date: a
$20* renewal that will include the coupon
for four free programs, or the traditional
$lo* renewal, as always. Plus, a Programmer's Reference Guide, replacing the
present Contributor's Guide, is under development and will be available with the
January 1982 Catalog of Contributed Programs. This new guide will provide invaluable information for programmers of all
experience levels. So if you are not a
Library member, join now so you won't
miss a beat of the excitement during our
T e n t h A n n i v e r s a r y year.
Finally, for those who have been eagerly
anticipating the revision for program
#00320C, Linear Programming Using the
Simplex Algorithm, it is here! (See "New
Programs.") Our thanks to Laurence
Esterhuizen, who diligently revised his
Page 2
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program while studying for his Masters
degree in Johannesburg, South Africa.
The Users' Library is here as a service to
HP-67/97/41 programmable calculator
owners. We want to meet your needs, so let
us know how we might serve you better.

SUBMITTING PROGRAMS
To maintain the high quality of the
programs submitted to and accepted into
the Users' Library, we encourage you to
closely follow the Users' Library Contributor's Guide for the HP-41, HP-67 and HP-97.
Complete and orderly documentation is
essential to ensure the acceptance of a
contributed program to the Library.
We also encourage you to always read the
ongoing HP KEY NOTES column "In the
Key of HP." This column addresses the
things that we look for when we determine
whether or not to accept a submitted
program into the Users' Library.
Up to now, every program submitted to
the Library had to include a magnetic card
(or cards). We have a good reason for this;
without a card or cards, it would take far
too long to review and check all the many
program submittals. Also, there is always
a n increased chance for errors when
someone keys in handwritten keystrokes.
Since the advent of the HP82153A
Digital Wand for the HP-41, we can now
accept HP-41 program submittals that have
bar code instead of magnetic cards. However, t h e b a r code you submit w i t h a
p r o g r a m m u s t b e reproducible.
The management of the Users' Library
reserves the right to reject programs which,
in its opinion, do not represent a significant
contribution, are not clearly or sufficiently
documented, or are not otherwise appropriate for the Library.

LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTIONS
In the United States and Canada, the fee
for a one-year subscription to the Users'
Library is $20.* If you live outside the U.S.
and Canada, the fee is $30* because of
considerably higher postage and handling
charges. Upon becoming a member of the
Users' Library, you will be placed on the
mailing list to receive the Catalog of
Contributed Programs and all of the
updates. Plus, you will presently receive
four coupons for free programs, each
program valued a t $6. It doesn't take a n
HP-41 to realize that this is a good deal!
And, a s a n added incentive, if you join the
Users' Library now, your initial membership will include a free subscription to HP
KEY NOTES ($5 value) for the year of 1982,
n o m a t t e r w h e r e you live i n t h e world.
Also, it will please you to know that once
you are a member of the Users' Library,
your succeeding renewal subsc i tions in
P
the U.S. and Canada are onlyf $lo,*
and
outside the U.S. and Canada they are only
$15.*
With all the figures tallied, it's easy to see
that you have everything to gain by
becoming a member of the Users' Library.

IF YOU W E R E A M E M B E R ...
You would be recieving a tremendous
bargain from now until December 31, 1981.
During that time, the Corvallis Users'
Library is offering-FOR
MEMBERS
ONLY-a 25-percent discount on all orders
for six or more programs. You would also
get 48-hour turnaround time on orders
received by mail or by our toll-free telephone number. And you would get sameday service on orders telephoned directly to
the Library (503-757-2000, NOT TOLL
FREE, and ask for extension 3371). Members of the Users' Library recently received
the Catalog Addendum which, along with
all of the most recent program submittals,
contained (FREE) complete documentation
and bar code for the HP-41 game program,
"Reversi."
Plus, there are many more benefits of
Library membership, whether in Corvallis
or Geneva. You should reconsider this
opportunity if you have turned it down in
the past. The Corvallis Library, for example, now has the equipment, facilities, and a
larger staff to handle all your varying
needs. Plus, in the near future, the Library
will offer even more services.
Think about it again. For the price of
membership, you presently get four free
programs of your choice. That, alone, is
worth more than the membership fee. And
in the future, we will be making more
special offers for members only. But the
greatest advantage of Library membership
is being able to choose from a very large
collection of software that is all ready to
serve you in your application. The savings
in time and effort are worth much more
than the small membership charge.

ORDERING PROGRAMS
HP-67/97 and HP-41 programs mentioned in KEY NOTES are now available
from both the Library in Corvallis and the
Library in Geneva. R e a d e r s i n E u r o p e
should o r d e r f r o m G e n e v a (address on
back cover) to get quicker service. Readers
elsewhere should order from Corvallis,
where programs cost $6* each and each
program includes documentation and a
prerecorded magnetic card or cards. Also,
for HP-41 programs, this price includes bar
code. Whenever possible, use the Users'
Library Order Form in your Catalog of
Contributed Programs to place orders for
programs you see in KEY NOTES. If you do
not have a n order form or if you are
ordering from Europe, South America, or
Asia, a plain piece of paper with your name
and address and the program numbers you
desire is certainly adequate. Make c e r t a i n
t h a t your address i s legible a n d
complete.
U.S. dollars. Orders from anywhere outside the U.S.
must include a negotiable check (or money order), in
U.S. dollars, drawn on a U.S. bank. All orders from
anywhere outside the U.S. must include an additional
lopercent fee for special handling and air mail postage.
(For example, an order for two programs = $6 X $2 = $12
$1.20 = $13.20 total.) If you liue in Europe. you should
order KEY NOTES programs directly from the Geneua
UPLE, but make certain you make payment as required
b y Users' Program Library Europe; the above $6 fee is
good only for orders to the Coruallin Library.

+

HP Computer Museum
www.hpmuseum.net

For research and education purposes only.

The set includes linear, exponential, logarithmic, parabolic, and hyperbolic fitting
and variations of each. All of the equations
used for the programming are included
with the documentation along with completeinstructions and ftyampleproblems.

sad faces, hearts, arrow piercing a heart,
and a n arrow of optional length. Print any
desired phrases. The printouts are ideal for
party. decorations, border decorations for
posters, nameplates, and lengthy love
letters.

e w - *

(41) Decorative P a t t e r n s a n d Letter
Banner Printing (167000-99956)
Is the nameplate on your desk, or on the
door of your ofice iacking in originality?
Take -another look a t it. Is it "run-of-themill," ho hum, out-and-out boring? Thee
you are in for a taste of spectacular
innovation!
Imagine the thrill that your next e i t o r s
(expecting to see that same old nameplate)
would experience if they were greeted by an
HP-41 printout of your name on a large-size
banner pfintout! And imagine the additional thrill if this printout was highlighted
with all hinds of fabulous decorations. If
the thought of all this gets you squirming
with excitement, then this is the program
for YOU.

The program is a work of art in itself. I t
allows your HP-41 and a printer to become
a bonafide signmaker. It allows you to not
only print any large size letter, A to Z, or
any digit 0 to 9, but also patterns,
characters, and decorations. The program
fills the entire memory of your HP-41CV or
HP-41 with a Quad Module, and it includes
73 pages of documentation and 20 magnetic
cards, all for only $12*.
The author of this novel masterpiece is C.
L a m a r Williams, who lives in San Jose,
California. Here is the abstract:
program you can print large
With
size letters, A through Z, numbers 0 to 9,
eight specid symbols, and seventeen large
size patterns of arbitrary length. Instructions are provided for the construction of a
user's own patterns. Pattern capabilities
include zig-zags, chain, sawtooth, happy or
Page 4
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First Library Contest
Winners ~nnounced

accomplished what he desired of it. He has
studied Engineering and Physics at the
University of New York City a t Buffalo, but
has no degree-as yet. Mr. Boulaine is 40
years old, is married, and has one daughter.
Since he already has an HP-41, he chose the
printer as a prize.
(41) Superbeam #67000-99958
$10')

(Price:

Tliis program calculates reactions, shear
and bending moments a t any point, locates
In the last issue (V5N2) we announced points of zero shear, and plots shear and
the Users' Library P r o g r a m Submittal bending moment diapams for any beam
Contest. The contest rules and details are with two reactions, even-if desired-for a
repeated elsewhere in this issue for anyone beam with cantilever spans a t its ends. An
who missed them and would still like to addressing routine packs all load data into
participate. But hurry! The contest ends on the lowe&-numbered available registers,
thus maximizing register usage. With three
December 31,1981.
As you know, three programs were to be Memory Modules, up to 22 point loads or
chosen on merit by September 30.That has momentu, or 11 trapezoidal or 15 uniform
been done, but there are four winners, as distributed loads or combinations may be
you will discover below. Notice that, accomodated by this program. Required
because of their length and contribution, accessories: three Memory Modules and
we have put all three winning programs in HP82143A Printer. (666 lines, 1603 Bytes,
the "Special Program" category, and they 29 pages)
are priced accordingly. Here, then, are the. Author: Steven F. Dusterwald
Las Vegas, Nevada
winning programs, in numerical order.
(Con;~lratulations,Mr. Dusterwald! Any(41) Sound System Performance
one who analyses beams and knows about
#67000-99987 (Price: $10')
all those tedious shear computatioltg will
Employing readily available base data, realize what a terrific contribution you
this program computes the most relevant have made to the art. A beautiful descripperformance criteria for supplied equip tion, astonishingly complete flow charts.
ment in a given acoustic space. A technique excellent sample problem, and solutions...
is used to apply the effects of occupancy no wonder you won. You told me during our
short talephone interview that you conrequired to render a marginally performing
system effective in a n otherwise unsuitable sibkred this your pi& de rbistance, and I
setting. The program is primarily useful to have to agree-Ed.)
And who is Steven F. Dusterwald? He
audio contractors and for commercial,
is a Structural Engineer for a structural
institutional, industrial, or entertainers'
sound systems. Required accessories: three engineering firm. He's written approxiMemory Modules. (596lines, 1690 bytes, 34 mately 12 or 13 programs, all concerned
with common structural problems. He is
pages)
Authoc Thomas G. Boulaine
now bitten by the programming bug and
thinks enthusiastically about authoring
Buffalo, New York
more programs. He also likes the plotting
(Congratdations, Hr. Boulaine! This is a
most impressive program. Ewcellent de- capabiIity of the printer. Mr. Dusterwald
scription, complete flow diagram, relative has a Bachelor &Civil Engineering Degree
from Cooper Union of New York City. He is
equations, very useful sample problems
and sobtions, good references and draw- 30 years old, is married, and has a &yearold son who u r n Mr. Dusterwald's HP-33E
ings ... I can see why your program won.
Audio engineers should thank you for this (claims it's his, in fact!). And when asked if
he thought his program would win, he
tremendous toolof the trade-Ed.)
replied: "Well, I made a real commitment,
And who is Thomas G. Boulaine? He is that's why I even typed the whole thing.
a Sales Engineer for an audio contractor, Then I started to think it was a winner, but
and-believe it or not-thie is hia first
also thought about all those Ph.D.'s in
"real" program. He's had a n HP-41 for mathematics, etc." Well, n o w you can
about a year and has written some very
believe you won, Mr. Dusterwald, as you
small "handy" programs, but this one use your brand-new HP-41CV prize!
started as a big task, and he ran i t and
worked on it and smoothed it until it
U.S.d o t l m . Orders f-

(41) Acid-Based Factors for Blood and Brain

~ y w h outside
~ e
the U.S.
include a ne#otiabk check (or money order), in
lnWrstitia'Fkrid #67000-98959
(Price:
$1 O*)
U.S. dollus, draurn on a U.S.bank. All order. from
a n y w l t m outaide the U.S.mwt urclwie an addirior~~l~
This program calculates pH, hydrogen
Iopenenlfeeforapeeialhandlingand
Jrmailpogtaga.
ion concentration, carbon dioxide partial
(&exampLe, anorder for ~ M ~ ~ O ~ F=~$6Rx I$2S = $12
+ $IN $1339 totat/ If YOU live 1n Eumpe. YOU should
pressure, and bicarbonate concentration in

mat

-

arterial
venous
"by ; ~ $
~ f l Si E~ ~b ~ ~ above
~ 3~6~~ifee~rs~~~ interstitial
~~~~ "; and
, ~fluid
Y /formblood,
" , ~and~ in$ brain
~~~
program ~
~~
mammals, at body
goodonly for orders to the Carvallis Library.

temperature of 37O Celsius. These calcula-

tions can be made in any order. Once data
have been entered for any calculation, they
need not be entered again for other
calculations requiring the same information. Required accessories: three Memory
Modules. (699 lines, 1645 bytes, 23 pages)
Authors: T h o m a s Adams, Ph.D.
S. R i c h a r d Heisey, D.Sc.
Michigan State University
(Congratulations, Doctors Adams a n d
Heisey! This is a splendidly documented
program, especially considering the complex subject. Very complete samples, all
symbols defined, a n excellent program
summary, lots of flow diagrams ...y essir, a
winner for sure. Anvone interested in this
field surely could use this fine programEd.)
9

And who are T h o m a s A d a m s and S.
R i c h a r d Heisey? Well, first, they are the
winners of a nice new HP-41CV. But
primarily they are doctors who are in the
Department of Physiology a t Michigan
State University in East Lansing, Michigan. They have collaborated on many
programs a n d have submitted quite a few
to the Users' Library. This winning pro-gram is the result of trying to find easy
solutions to some awesome and timec o n s u m i n g e q u a t i o n s . (Refer a l s o t o
V4N2p4b.) Dr Heisey's background includes J o h n s Hopkins University (Baltimore, Maryland) and Harvard University
(Cambridge, Massachusetts). Dr. Adams
attended the University of Washington in
Seattle, Washington. Both are married, a n d
both have two children.

I n the February 1982 issue (V6N1) we will
announce the three winners for October, for
November, a n d for December, plus the
three G r a n d P r i z e winners of three
marvelous H P - 8 6 Personal Computers.
Be sure to either join the Users' Library or
subscribe to KEY NOTES (see page 15) so
you don't miss the next exciting issue.

Toward More Secure
(and Colorful) Bar Code
Standard bar code can be easily reproduced on any good photocopy machine.
This is a real advantage if you want to
cheaply duplicate copies for business associates. However, if the copies are of
proprietary programs t h a t you sell, then
this ability becomes a major disadvantage.
Now there's a better way! Imagine black
bar code printed on a bright red background. The wand "sees" no difference
between red and white a n d happily reads
the code. I n contrast, the color combination
drives most copiers "crazy."
How is this possible? The key is the
frequency of the light emitted by the wand.
I t looks for maximum reflectance of light
(approximately 700 nanometers) which it

Photo courtesy of John Burkhardt (PPC).

PPC Conference
Held Here
On August 21 a n d 22, the Columbia
Chapter of PPC, the international calculator users club (page lo), sponsored the
PPC Northwest Conference here in Corvallis, Oregon. For about 170 loyal PPC
members, it was quite a momentous occasion, because they had t h e chance to fulfill
a long-term dream: to see where their
calculator was "born."
On Friday afternoon, August 21, we took
169 PPC members on tours through the
Corvallis Division of Hewlett-Packard a n d
then treated them to a picnic in our picnic
grove just east of the lake on our property.
I t was a n excellent chance for H P and PPC
people to meet each other, a n d there is no
doubt t h a t both parties a t the picnic had a
very good time.
On Saturday, August 22, the formal P P C
Northwest Conference took place a t the
beautiful Oregon State University Cultural
a n d Conference Center here i n Corvallis.
Seventeen speakers, half from H P a n d half

receives off of a white background. Of
course, the right shade of red also provides
maximum reflectance.
So far, H P knows of only one copier t h a t
does a good job of reproducing bar code t h a t
h a s a red background. Most copiers reproduce red very well and, therefore, have
trouble providing any contrast between
black and red. The end result is typically a
muddy gray.
So far we have four shades of red t h a t
work. (You can even color-code your programs a s long a s you like red!) These colors,
a s specified by standard printers' inks, are:
1. PMS #I99
2. PMS #485
3. PMS #I85
4. PMS Warm Red
These inks are listed in order of worst
reproduction (1)to best (4), but none have so

from P P C headed up sessions on everything from unique wand a n d printer
applications to Synthetic Programming
a n d KEY NOTES. A t the end of t h e day,
the PPC members had a rare chance to toss
questions a t some of the H P managers a n d
personnel who made up a general panel.
The photo shown here was taken from the
stage during the Conference a n d shows
most of the people who attended.
Naturally, there was a large contingent
of members from the Pacific Northwest and
from the Southern Calfironia area. But
there were also members from Pennsylvania, Maryland, New York, Virginia,
Illinois, a n d many other states. P P C
members take these things very seriouslya s you can see!
On behalf of Hewlett-Packard, your
editor a n d his new assistant ( T e d
W a d m a n , Technical Editor), heartily
thank all the PPC members who came to
visit H P a n d who made the Conference a
memorable occasion. We were delighted to
meet all of you a n d look forward to the
spring 1982 Conference which, rumor h a s
it, will be in Philadelphia.

far produced copy, on any copier t h a t H P
has available, good enough for the wand to
read.
Any good printing company can reverse
the process a n d end up with just black on
white bar code. The use of the following
statement will preclude that possibility.
All r~ghts reserved; not to be

reproduced without the written
permission of
Just put it on every page of bar code.
These are preliminary findings. The
investigation continues, and you will receive more information in future issues of
KEY NOTES.
If you have a n y questions or feedback,
the person in the Corvallis Division to
contact is: J a c k Peters (503) 757-2000, ext.
2207 (not a toll-free call).
KEY NOTES V5N3 Dec 81
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Library Contest

;

Announced
Here are the rules and details of the
popular Users' Library Contest. We are
repeating this article, which appeared in
V5N2, for the benefit of those who don't
have the last issue. Also, those who read
this article i n the last issue, but didn't
realize the potential benefits of participating in this contest, will read this article
with a new interest. The winners for
September have been announced and each
has chosen and received a valuable prize.
We have featured these winners, and their
programs, i n "Library Comer."
Contribute your best HP-67/97/41 prog r a m ( ~ )to the Corvallis Users' Library
before December 31, 1981, and you will
become eligible to win some exceptional
Hewlett-Packard products. Each month, for
four months from September through
December, three programs will be chosen
on merit by a review committee. Prizes will
be awarded a s follows:
September 3 0 , 1 9 8 1 - 3 WINNERS!
October 30,1981-3 WlNNERSl
November 3 0 . 1 9 8 1 - 3 WINNERS!
December 3 1 . 1 9 8 1 - 3 WlNNERSl

and each of these 12 winners will choose
either a n HP-41CV Calculator or a n
H P 82143A P r i n t e r .
On January 15,1982, we will choose three
winners for the G r a n d Prizee, and those
three Grand Prizes certainly will be grand!
Each of these three lucky contest winners
will receive a n H P - 8 6 P e r s o n a l
Computer!
We know you will agree that this contest
is worth entering. All the prizes will be
awarded, and all winners will be notified by
mail and announced in a future issue of
KEY NOTES.
You do not need to be a Library member,
and you may enter a s often a s you wish, but
there are some rules you must follow or
your submittal will not be accepted. The
rules are:
All programs must include a t least the
minimum documentation required by
Hewlett-Packard s t a n d a r d L i b r a r y
submittal forms (and outlined in the
Contributor's Guide). Forms from the
Geneva Library will be accepted.
All programs must be accompanied by
either magnetic cards or bar code, and
the bar code must be reproducible.
All submitted programs must be in
English.
Programs will be judged by the Corvallis
Users' Library. They will be judged on:
1. Completeness of documentation.
2. Technical programming accuracy.
3. U s e f u l n e s s ( u t i l i t y / t e c h n i c a l c a pability).
4. Ease of use.
Page 6 KEY NOTES V5N3 Dec 8 1

The decisions of the judges will be final.
As programs are chosen a s winners, we'll
highlight them in KEY NOTES.
Here is your chance to put your calculator
and your expertise to work. You have to
admit that the prizes are enticing.
For submittal forms or for more information, contact the Corvallis HP-67/97/41
Users' Library a t the address on the back
cover. Or call them on (503) 757-2000, but
remember that this is not a toll-free
number.

I n the Key of HP
Most of the ideas presented in KEY
NOTES are contributed by you, and they
demonstrate the ways in which you approach solutions to programming problems. This column addresses some of the
common inconsistencies that the Users'
Library frequently finds in user-submitted
programs. Also in this column, we answer
some of the common questions that you
ask, and we will present some ideas that we
think you will find useful.
I n this issue, J o h n Loux, a Technical
Advisor in the Users' Library, clarifies
s o m e of t h e l e a s t u n d e r s t o o d H P - 4 1
functions.

FOGGY FUNCTIONS
I n the process of accumulating over 1000
HP-41 programs into the Users' Library, we
have come to learn some things about how
our authors perceive the programmable
functions of the calculator. Certain standard (catalog 3) functions seem to be
enshrouded in a cloud of mystery through
which some users are unable to peer. To
help alleviate this mystery, the following
article h a s been compiled. In it, several
potentially ambiguous functions are technically defined and some potential uses are
highlighted.

Enter Function
Every Hewlett-Packard calculator owner
knows that the function of the
key
is to load values into the stack. But in a
program it is not always necessary to use
I T . One obvious case is the use of
The program lines: IRCL] 01; IRCL] 02;
1 0 3 ; 1 0 4 ; load the stack from T to X
with the values from registers 01 to 04,
respectively. Another, perhaps less obvious
case, might be the program lines: 45;
00. These lines load the number 45 into Y
and the value from register 00 into X. The
function R C L enables the stack lift so that
the value 45 is pushed into the stack. Stack
lift will be enabled when ANY function
(except ENTER, CLx, ZS, Z-) follows
numeric entry either in or out of a running
program. (Refer to appendix c in the
owner's handbook.)
I n a sequence, of program lines such as:
45; ENTER; 3 E5; it i s possible, but not
desirable, to delete the ENTER statement.
Many enthusiastic users have the impression t h a t by deleting this statement they

a.

are conserving one byte of program space;
actually, the calculator must maintain a t
least one byte between the two numbers in
order to recognize them as separate entries.
If the ENTER is deleted, a n unpackable,
null byte takes its place. No matter how the
two numeric program lines are placed one
after t h e o t h e r (switching in and out of
ALPHA mode, etc.), they will always have
a n unpackable null byte between them.
Because the space occupied by the null is
the same a s that occupied by ENTER (one
byte), because execution of t h e null is not
significantly faster than ENTER, and
because the absence of ENTER causes
confusion for inexperienced users, the
Users' Library prefers that all submitted
programs use a more standard method for
loading the stack.
Often it is possible to eliminate the
ENTER statement by rearranging program
lines. For example, the sequence: S F 21; 1.4;
ENTER; 25; can be shortened by one byte
in this manner: 1.4; S F 21; 25.

Trigonometric Functions
and Modes
The standard trigonometric functions
S I N , COS, TAN, and P - R , a n d their
inverses ASIN, ACOS, ATAN, a n d R - P
require little explanation on their own but,
when used programmatically, certain considerations must be taken into account.
First, does the current trigonometric mode
setting matter to the proper functioning of
the program? I n many cases, it does not.
All that is required is that the input values
correspond to the current angular mode so
that the output is correct. Or, in some cases
it is possible for the program to alter its
process based on the current trigonometric
mode by testing flags 42 and 43, the
gradians mode flag and radians mode flag,
respectively. A t other times, a program
may require a certain mode in order to
function properly. I n such a case, the
program should set the required mode. I n
any case, the user's options and programmatic mode changes should be well
documented. As far a s the Library is
concerned, lack of documentation of this
sort is undesirable in a submitted program.
Another consideration is execution time.
Trigonometric functions ake very time
consuming, and their unnecessary use
should be avoided. For example, if for some
application the sine and cosine of a n angle
(1
are both needed, the sequence I , ,
ICOS] can be replaced by 1, IP-RJ, saving
both time and space.
The final concern is, a s always, space. In
this example, 1 byte replaces 5: replace r;l];
with
to find a vector
magnitude. Even leaving the
off of the
first key sequence and adding it to the
second results in a space savings.

m;m;m;

Extended Precision
There are two functions in the HP-41 that
allow extended precision in order to limit
the calculator's inherent rounding error.

They are EtX-1 (ex-1) and L N l + X
(ln[l+x]). These functions are commonly
used in formulas that model growth and
decay, such as in compounding interest or
radioactive decay problems. The functions
allow the generation of a number that h a s
greater precision than would the independent calculator keystrokes.
For example, if you key in the number
and then subtract
5.2345 E-05, execute
1, the calculator will return a result that is
accurate to five significant figures (set
display to SCI 9 to view your result). If you
key in that same number and execute
EtX-1, the calculator will return a result
that is accurate to 10 significant figures.
The extended precision functions give
greater accuracy in the least significant
digits because they eliminate the rounding
caused by either adding or subtracting 1.
The functions also save execution time and
program space.

m,

and Ix>o,),and indeed would not be, if
that were a s far a s it' went. The usefulness
of S I G N lies i n its generation of the unit
multipliers 1and -1. Withntheseresults, the
signs of other data can be altered without
changing their magnitudes. One area of
application is in navigation, where a series
of coordinates may be entered and manipulated in such a fashion that their signs are
lost. The original points may then be
recalled, the sign taken, and the output
corrected.
S I G N is also the only function in the
HP-41 that allows you to test X for ALPHA
data without generating a n error, because
S I G N operating on ALPHA data returns a
zero. A- simple ALPHA test might be:
"A LBL";
S I G N ; WJ;
With this test, only the LASTX
register is affected if no ALPHA is detected.

m.

m;

Indices

Users' Library program authors have a
good grasp of the use and usefulness of the
Modulo (MOD) is often termed the functions I S G and D S E when they use
"remainder'' function because it effectively them, except for two features. The first is
returns the remainder of the integer divi- the default increment value i n the index
sion of two numbers of the same sign. This number. Many authors waste two or more
does not mean that the two numbers must bytes of program space by keying in the cc
be integers or of the same sign before MOD portion of the number iiiii.fffcc when cc=Ol.
can be used, but the significance of the These two digits may be left off because 01
is default. For example, to count upward
result is slightly harder to understand.
Modulo is most useful in determining from 6 to 100 by 1 (using ISG), the common
whether or not a n input is within a given index representation is 6.10001, while the
range or in modifying it so that it is. A preferred representation is 6.1 . This saves
number can be determined to be within 'a the program 5 bytes and performs the same
certain range if RANGE MOD X=O. If X is function in the same amount of time.
greater than RANGE, the value RANGE is
The second problem comes when the
returned. If X is less than -RANGE, the author desires the incrementing or decrenumber returned will be a negative number menting function without the "skip." This
can be remedied by using cc
ST] n n or
less than -RANGE.
If a function works the same on integer something similar, but this disrupts the
multiples of a number a s it does on the stack. An alternate method would be to
number itself (as is the case with the follow the incrementing function with a n
trigonometric functions sine, cosine, and inoperative function so that the skip, if
tangent) but other functions in the program performed, will not skip anything of
require numbers within a certain range, X importance. There are no truly inoperative
mod RANGE will return a number within functions in the HP-41, but there are a few
RANGE. For example: a hypothetical non-destructive functions. Two commonly
program requires the user to input the used functions are X<>X and CLD. While
number of degrees a n object has moved X<>X is relatively fast and causes no
around a circular path. The input value is destruction of data, it consumes two bytes
2000 degrees (the object h a s moved several of program space. C L D is very fast and
times around the circle). The routine: 2000; takes only one byte of RAM, but it
ENTER, 360; MOD returns the actual functions to clear the display of any
distance the object h a s moved, in degrees in information left from a previous VIEW or
the positive direction, away from its initial AVIEW. The choice between these or other
position; i.e., 200 degrees. I n other words, functions is, of course, up the author of the
the procedure will always return a number program, but since the function will be
that is within the range 0 to 360 degrees, or executed seldom if a t all, the preferable
one revolution about the circle.
alternative may be CLD.
I n both of these applications, number
pairs of opposite sign and non-integer Size Function
numbers are valid inputs.
S I Z E a s a function'is not difficult for the
program author to understand. It is used to
Sign Function
allocate data registers greater ih number
SIGN on the HP-41 h a s two major than the number of data registers the
functions: (1) determining the mathemat- program uses. However, the use of S I Z E is
ical sign of the number i n X (+, -), and (2) a bit more difficult for the program user.
detecting alphanumeric data. Determining For instance, when the user h a s more than
the sign of a number with this function one program in RAM a t one mqment, for
may not seem very useful (especially since which program should the data register
I allocation be set? The one that uses the
we have the comparison functions W

Modulo Function

greatest number of data registers, of course.
But this brings us to the real problem:
authors don't always exactly indicate the
S I Z E requirement.
The minimum S I Z E allocation for a
program is critical in many instances, a n d
is very difficult for the user to ascertain on
his/her own initiative. When documenting
a Users' Library program, there are three
important places in the documentation
where the required S I Z E should be given.
(1) On the Status page.
The Status page is a short appendix of
pertinent program information, and
t h e minimum S I Z E requirement
figures prominently there.
(2) The User Instruction page.
The User Instruction page is a general
but complete description of how the
program can and should be used.
Knowing the S I Z E a t this point can
mean the difference between smoothly
running the program and leafing
through the rest of the documentation
for the necessary information.
(3) The Example Problem.
Here, reference to S I Z E is seldom
found and it is a n important place in
which to see it. When trying to bake
bread, it is very troublesome to have to
look elsewhere t h a n the recipe page to
find the amount of flour needed. So it is
with the SIZE. There is no better place
to list it than on the page from which it
will be implemented.
I t is critically important to indicate
whether the program has variable S I Z E
requirements. When the S I Z E depends on
the amount of data to be processed, a
formula must be given to describe the
dependence. Something on the order of
"SIZE= 2*(the number of points) 16" is
adequate. Some example SIZE'S and their
limitations should also be given.
Routines that determine the necessary
S I Z E and prompt you if the current S I Z E
is too small are well worth the program
space they use. Such routines should not,
however, be called a s subroutines, because
if S I Z E is executed when one or more subroutines are pending return, the calculator
will forget where to return to. The subroutine return stack is cleared when S I Z E
is executed.
When dealing with d a t a registers, above
all, do not assume that your program is the
only one in calculator memory. Data
registers are shared by all programs, and
RAM space i s limited, so us-e only the
number of registers that your program
absolutely needs; do not skip registers or
indicate a minimum S I Z E larger than that
which your program absolutely needs.

+

Clearing Registers
I t must be emphasized that data registers
are community property. DO NOT EXECUTE C L R G UNLESS IT IS ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY. At the very least,
give users the option to decide whether or
not they want to clear them. However, you
will find that most of your programs
(Continued)
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initially store values in the registers they
use, so having them clear is not a necessary
prerequisite.
One favorable alternative to CLRG
when blocks of data registers must be
cleared is CLX. CLI clears a block of six
registers a t one time and may be positioned
to any block of data registers from 00,to
SIZE-7 with the XREG function. Since the
six register blocks can be overlapped and
XREG can take an indirect parameter, any
number from six to all of the allocated data
registers can be cleared relatively conveniently. This process is surprisingly fast.

Displays
At this point in time, no set of HP-41
functions has been more misunderstood
than the display functions. This group
includes AVIEW, CLD, PROMPT, and
VIEW and, of these, AVIEW and VIEW
have been the most ambiguous.
PROMPT is relatively straightforward
in its implementation. When the function is
encountered in a running program, program execution halts and the contents of
the AWHA register are displayed. This is
useful tiecause it signals the user that input
is required a t a point. The resulting display
has no effect on any user-accessable aspect
of the calculator except for the functioning
of the back-arrow key. When such a display
is present, be it the result of PROMPT,
VIEW, or AVIEW, pressing the backarrow key does not clear the X-register, but
rather it clears the display so that the Xregister may be seen. All other functions
will work properly, clearing the display a s
well when they are executed.
When e n c o u n t e r e d i n a p r o g r a m ,
PROMPT will have one of two effects on a
printer. If flag 21 (the printer enable flag) is
set and the printer is in NORM mode, the
display will be printed left-justified. If flag
21 is clear and/or the printer is in MAN
mode, PROMPT will have no effect on the
printer.
AVIEW and VIEW function identically
except that AVIEW displays the contents
of the ALPHA register while VIEW displays the contents of a specified data or
stack register. These two functions work
three different ways, based on the states of
flags 21 (printer enable) and 55 (the printer
existence flag).
When flag 55 is clear (i.e., a printer is not
attached), and flag 21 is clear, and one of
these two display functions is encountered
in a running program, the display is filled
with the contents of the specified register.
Program execution does not halt, and the
display will not be cleared until some
disruptive display function is encountered
or a new display is generated. In this mode
three things can happen: status messages
can be displayed without halting the
program; displays may precede pauses
(PSE) so that the duration of the display
will be significant or data may be entered;
and custom card reader input prompts may
be generated. (Refer to your card-reader
owner's handbook.)
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When flag 55 is set and flag 21 is clear
(i.e., the printer is disabled) and one of the
two display functions is encountered again,
the display is filled with the contents of the
specified register, and program execution is
not interrupted and the printer (being
disabled) does not print. This mode is
desirable for displaying messages that the
programmer does not wish to be recorded.
When both flags 55 and 21 are set, and
the printer is turned on, and one of the two
display functions is encountered in a
running program, then the display is filled
with the contents of the specified register,
and program execution i s not interrupted
and the displayed information is printed
left justified. This is the ideal printeroriented output mode. In this mode, long
streams of data may be output to the printer
for the user to review in hidher leisure. In
this way, the user is not required to
constantly monitor the calculator, and in
exceptional cases where exceedingly long
execution times are required by a program,
the calculator and printer may be left for
long periods (with the printer plugged in, of
course). If the printer is turned off, VIEW
and AVIEW perform a s if flag 55 were
clear.
If flag 55 is clear (printer is not present),
flag 21 is set and one of the two display
functions is encountered, the display is
filled with the contents of the specified
register, and program execution is halted.
This is the mode encountered in a printeroriented program when it is run without a
printer attached. Program execution halts
so that the displays that would normally be
sent to the printer can be viewed and
recorded by the user. In this mode, AVIEW
works identically to PROMPT.
CLD functions to clear the display from
a running program. The program annunciator ("flying-goose") is returned to the
display.
The major problem with the use of these
functions is the misconception that the
status of flag 21 always matches the status
of flag 55. THIS IS TRUE ONLY AT
POWER ON. At any other time flag 21 may
be cleared manually or by a running
program. Because of this and because
Users' Library programs may be run in a
variety of configurations, flag 21 invariably must be manipulated or tested by the
program. It is best that a program be
flexible so that it can be run conveniently
with or without a printer, but that is up to
the author. The Library would prefer,
however, that some attempt be made to
control the output mode so that the
program will run a t least consistently, if
not in the most convenient fashion, for
each configuration.

Program Interrupts
There are several ways to stop a program
for input, output, or simply to end execution, but several of them are ill-used and,
evidently, "ill-understood."
PROMPT has been described earlier in
the section on displays, so we shall not
repeat the information here. VIEW and

AVIEW also have been previously covered,
but it is important for you to remember that
they can be used to interrupt a running
program. Because of their functional differences, these three display/interrupt functions can serve a t least two different
purposes. Since it is generally undesirable
for input prompts to be printed, and it is
always undesirable for input prompts to be
printed when program execution halts so
that the data may be entered, PROMPT is
the obvious functional choice. In contrast,
because of their flexibility in conjunction
with the use of a printer, VIEW and
AVIEW are ideal output functions.
S T O P is a relatively easy-to-understand
function; i t does just w h a t i t s n a m e
indicates: stops the program. But a s an
input/output function it leaves much to be
desired. Because of its inability to generate
a display other than the unlabeled Xregister, it is a poor form of program
interaction. The idea of preceding S T O P
with a display function may come to mind,
but then S T O P becomes useless (in most
cases) because of the ability of all display
functions to stop the program on their own.
For this reason, S T O P should be used
predominantly in those situations where an
unconditional halt is desired.
P S E is a function that gives the user time
to do something. When P S E follows a noninterrupting display function, the information remains in the display with a pause
in program execution of approximately one
second. This is helpful if many display
altering functions are to be executed in
sequence so a s to increase the time that
each display is visible.
The pause function offers the added
feature of allowing numeric input during
the time that the program is interrupted.
This feature is useful in weeding data
input by reducing the necessary number of
keystrokes. It also has the drawback of not
allowing sufficient time to error-check the
input value; therefore, the use of some other
data-reviewing routine is almost essential.
RTN is most useful in signalling the end
of a subroutine but can also be used as a n
interrupt. When RTN is encountered in a
running program, one of two things will
happen. If the portion of the program in
which the RTN resides has been called via
an XEQ command, the program pointer
will return to the step immediately following that XEQ; otherwise, the program
will halt in a manner identical to that of
STOP. The functionality of the return
command seems to be well understood by
Users' Library program authors so we will
not discuss it further.
E N D and .END. are identical in their
functions and virtually identical in function to the RTN statement. Both END'S
can be used to signal the end of a program,
but E N D must be used on all but the last
program in memory, and .END. can be
used nowhere else. If either E N D is
encountered in a running program, one of
two things will happen. If the E N D was
encountered a s the terminator of a subroutine called by an XEQ, program execution will continue, starting with the state-

ment immediately following t h a t XEQ. I n
all other cases, program execution will halt,
a n d the program pointer will be positioned
to step 00 of the executing program. These
functions of E N D are particularly useful in
that: (1) whole programs can be called a s
subroutines needing no special terminator;
(2) the last subroutine in a program need
not be terminated with a R T N before the
E N D ; a n d (3) if the program execution
terminates with a n E N D (a desirable
occurence), the program may be restarted
a t line 01 by simply pressing
A Users' Library program t h a t turns
itself off without user intervention can be
unnerving a t the least a n d destructive a t
the worst. O F F is not a common feature in
contributed programs a n d i t shouldn't be.
Certain states are destroyed a t power down
(such things a s the states of O N a n d flags
11through 26 are altered). If you contribute
a program that uses the function O F F , you
must demonstrate in your documentation
t h a t there is no other, more convenient,
method before we will accept your program
into the Library.

And for those who don't know what we
mean by Synthetic Programming, here's a
definition: Synthetic Programming is the
a r t of HP-41 programming using "new"
HP-41 functions and text characters not
described in the HP-41C/41CV Owner's
Handbook a n d Programming Guide. The
"new" functions are created in program
memory, or are assigned to user keys, by
"exotic" editing of standard functions. The
techniques will work on a n y HP-41 and do
not involve any modification of the calculator. (Refer to V4N3p8.)
This book also includes a Foreword by
Dr. William C. Wickes, who wrote the
book, Synthetic Programming on the
HP-41C.** He discusses the applications of
Synthetic Programming and the techniques of creating synthetic instructions.
The Introduction to this book was
contributed by none other t h a n R i c h a r d J.
N e l s o n , the founder of PPC* a n d editor
a n d publisher of the P P C CALCULATOR
JOURNAL.* Mr. Nelson writes about the
advent of the "personal computer" a n d the
problems t h a t have evolved in getting
information about programming to the user
community.
And, finally, here is the Table of
Contents:
Book Reviews
1. Basic Functions a n d Operations
Books are reviewed or announced in KEY
2. Programming Tips
NOTES only as a service to our readers. A
3. Initialization a n d Prompting
review here does not represent a n endorse4. Display
ment by Hewlett-Packard. If you are unsure
5. Alpha Manipulations
about the contents of a book, we suggest
6. Flags and Tones
you first check with a local bookstore; if
7. Stack Operations
that fails, write to the publisher. Avail8. Memory and Curtain
ability problems also should be addressed
9. Data Registers
to the publisher, not to KEY NOTES.
CALCULATOR TIPS & ROUTINES 10. Block Operations
Especially for the HP-41C/41CV is a new 11 Matrices a n d Data Processing
book edited by J o h n S. D e a r i n g of 12. Sorting
Corvallis, Oregon. I t contains a large 13. Random Numbers
collection of "tips" a n d "routines" a n d is 14. Fractions and Rounding
thus more of a reference work t h a n a text. 15. Arithmetic a n d Algebra
However, how many times have you wished 16. Geometry, Trigonometry, and
Calculus
for all those routines a n d ideas from KEY
NOTES, from H P handbooks, from pro- 17. Base Conversions
grams, a n d from the PPC CALCULATOR 18. Unit Conversions a n d Shortcuts
JOURNAL* to be in one volume, and 19. Statistics and Probability
indexed so you could easily find them? 20. Time and Date
Well, wish no more, because J o h n Dearing 21. Card Reader a n d Wand
h a s been busily adding to his collection of 22. Printer
routines, etc., for several years and finally 23. Banners
tackled the Herculean task of putting all of 24. Interchangeable Solutions
it i n one book. Getting permission from all 25. Synthetic Load Bytes
the various authors, alone, was quite a job. 26. Reference
But the important thing is t h a t he did do it,
The book closes with a 5lIz-page Index
and so now all of us are the benefactors of plus a n Author Index of those who
his determination.
contributed to this book.
This book is written with the assumption
There you have it: 136 pages; 8% by 11t h a t the user h a s already studied the inch (21.6 by 28 cm) format, spiral bound;
owner's manual for his/her calcualtor and $15 postpaid to Canada, U.S.A., a n d
peripherals. I t is not a "how-to-program" Mexico; $20 airmail postpaid elsewhere. To
text; however, by carefully studying the prevent delay, make sure your payment is a
routines, you should be able to improve check or money order drawn on a U.S.
your programming ability. Certainly the bank. Mail your orders to:
tips presented here will allow you to use
Corvallis S o f t w a r e , Inc.
your calculator more efficiently.
P.O. B o x 1412
Some of the material in Calculator Tips &
Corvallis, O r e g o n 97339 U.S.A.
Routines includes "Synthetic ProgramThe author of this new book was born i n
ming," but such routines are marked to Pomona, California, in 1947; graduated
prevent consternation to the beginner or to from Toledo High School i n Toledo,
anyone not familiar with such material. Oregon, in 1965; a n d attended Oregon State

m.

University in Corvallis, Oregon. In 1975 he
married P e g g y C a l k i n s , a n d we suspect
that, h a d i t not been for her faith a n d
perseverance, this book would not exist.
Mr. Dearing bought his first calculator,
a n HP-25C, in J u n e 1977 (it's now used by
Peggy). One of his first thoughts was, "Will
I ever be able to use all 49 steps of program
memory?" How things have changed since
then! His next calcualtor was the HP-19C,
a n d he discovered the value of having a
printer.
Soon after this, Mr. Dearing joined PPC,*
a n d a whole new world of calculator
programming became visible to him. But
t r a n s l a t i n g HP-67/97 m a t e r i a l to t h e
HP-19C required careful study, so he
started collecting a n d filing tips and
routines for easy reference.
When the first shipment of HP-41C's
arrived a t the Portland State University
Bookstore, Mr. Dearing couldn't resist, a n d
h e soon translated all his HP-19C material
to the HP-41C. Again, after acquiring the
card reader a n d printer, he realized the
value of adding plotting and graphic
functions to his earlier collection. And he
also discovered KEY NOTES and more a n d
more tips and routines.
I n t h e spring of 1980, the Columbia
Chapter of PPC* was organized in Portland, Oregon, a n d Mr. Dearing joined a n d
met some local calculator enthusiasts.
They, and others around the world, encouraged him to keep working on his collectionJ
of tips a n d routines. By early 1981, he
decided to publish the collection a n d
started to contact Hewlett-Packard and all
the contributors. The huge mass of material
slowly took form,-andthere you have it: the
birth of a book.
Congratulations, J o h n Dearing, and our
special thanks to all the many people all
over the world who made this book
possible.
(Continued)
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And i f you're still looking for a Christmas
present for a calculator enthusiast, maybe
you just found it. It also m a y be taxdeductible!
*Founded i n June 1974 by Richard J.
Nelson, PPC is the world's first and
largest organization dedicated to Personal Programmable Calculators. The
Club is a volunteer, non-profit, loosely
organized, independent, worldwide group
of Hewlett-Packard personal programmable calculator users. PPC Calculator
Journal is a monthly publication published b y PPC to disseminate user
information related to applications, programs, hardware innovations, programming techniques, problems-any information related to the selection, care, use,
and application of Hewlett-Packard personal programmable calculators. PPC is
not sponsored, nor i n a n y way officially
sanctioned, by Hewlett-Packard.
For more information about PPC and a
sample issue of the Club's newsletter,
send a self-addressed, large (folded)
envelope (9 X 12 inches; 23.8 X 30.5 cm)
with first-class postage for 2 ounces (56.7
grams) to: PPC Calculator Journal; 2545
W. Camden Place; Santa Ana, California
92704 U.S.A. I f you live outside the U.S.,
make sure you include a legible address
label and international postal coupons
for 56.7 grams (2 ounces). A letter is not
necessary a n d will only slow t h e
response.
**The book Synthetic Programming on the
HP-41C was reviewed i n V4N3p8. Since
that time, Dr. Wickes has moved to
Oregon (he now works for HewlettPackard!), and the address for his book
has changed to:
L a r k e n Publications
451 7 NW Q u e e n s Ave.
Corvallis, O r e g o n 97330 U.S.A.
If you have used the old address, you will
still get the book, but the new address will
bring a faster response. Also, the new
price for the book is $11.00 postpaid, by
surface mail, anywhere. For airmail, add:
U.S., Mexico, and Canada $1.00; for
Europe and South America $2.00; for
elsewhere $3.00.

Back Issues
of KIEY NOTES

'
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Since KEY NOTES is soon going t o be on
a paid-subscription basis, many people
have asked about whether or not we will
make back issues available to those who do
not have them. A t the present time, we mail
whatever is available, but supplies are at
a n all-time low ebb. So we are going to
investigate the possibility of reprinting
back issues, and we will give you a definite
answer about that in the next issue (V6N1).
It is certain that back issues will cost
slightly more than issues run i n mass
printings, but we will do our best to make
a n equitable and reasonable price structure
so that you can complete your collection o f
KEYNOTES.
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Where Can I Buy
Calculator ~.ooks?
T h a t is a question that shows up i n the
mail a lot more often t h a n we would like to
see it. Usually, when a book is reviewed i n
KEY NOTES, it is a new book and still not
readily available in local bookstores. Also,
it takes a bit longer to distribute books to,
say, Timbuktu t h a n to New York City. So
sometimes it is just a matter of patience.
Our advice is t o follow whatever information we print i n KEY NOTES, then try your
local bookstore or HP Dealer.
I f those avenues prove hopeless, you
might try the new service listed below.
T h e y have committed to carrying most o f
the calculator books that have appeared in
KEY NOTES, and a lot more besides. T h e y
probably can even furnish books for HP
Dealers. For example, they already stock
the book reviwed in this issue. And they
will mail their "Mail Store Book Catalog"
o f some 35 to 40 books to you i f you request
it. Their address is:
EduCALC Book Store
27963 C a b o t R o a d
S o u t h L a g u n a , C A 92677

W h e n u s i n g t h e " P L A N " program.
always be sure t o use at least two legs; o n e
leg flights will be computed incorrectly i f
there are winds aloft or i f climb true air
speed does not match the descent true air
speed.
Also, be sure that the final descent takes
place i n only the final leg, with n o part o f
the climb i n that leg. I f inadequate leg
length or rate o f descent parameters are
specified, then mid-flight climbs or d e
scents will be incorrectly computed.
Please remember that this program is for
preflight planning on the ground, not i n
the air. Also, air conditions can change
(such as winds), so use t h e program only as
a n aid and only in conjunction with your
own computation and equipment.
I f you have any questions or desire
additional information on the Aviation
Pac, please let u s know. Address your
questions to:
Hewlett-Packard Company
Customer Support
1000 N.E. Circle Boulevard
Corvallis, O R 97330

The DIGEST is back!
Software Addifions
and Corrections
HP-41 MATH PAC
Because o f two small, rare occurrences,
we have begun including a n addendum
card i n t h e HP-41 Math Pac. Most o f you
will rarely, i f ever, encounter these two
cases, but just i n case you do, you should
add the following notes to your Math Pac
handbook.
T h e "TRANS" program works very well
when transforming coordinates from one
system to a rotated or translated system.
However, you must clear flag 01 before
transforming points from the rotated or
translated system to the original system.
T h i s applies to both two- and threedimensional cases.
T h e "POLY" program might caleulate
erroneous roots for fourth- and fifth-order
polynomial equations. Although this error
will rarely, i f ever, occur, you can use the
program to evaluate the accuracy o f a root.
Here's how: After the roots are obtained,
enter one real root and key-in l m ALPHA]
A-1
or press
in U S E R mode. I f t h e
value shown i n t h e display is very close to
zero, you have a n accurate result.

A Word About the HP-41 Aviation
Pac
One of our software engineers has
discovered several constraints that can
affectt h e "PLAN" program i n our Aviation
Pac (#00041-15018), ' a n d we think you
should know about them. These constraints
were not known when the.Pac handbook
was written and, therefore, are not pointed
out i n the text.

Have you missed the HP Personal
Calculator DIGEST? Well it has been quite
a while since we last produced a n issue. But
you will be happy to know that Volume 8 i s
scheduled for a December release, and you
will be able t o get one at the calculator sales
counter of your nearest HP Dealer. A l s o ,
all f u t u r e i s s u e s w i l l be a v a i l a b l e o n l y
t h r o u g h H P Dealers. I f you live outside
t h e U.S. you can check with your nearest
HP Sales Office for a dealer who c a m e s the
DIGEST; it will N O T be available from
Corvallis.
T h e new Volume 8 DIGEST contains
feature articles on the HP-41C and the
space shuttle Columbia, and a n "inside"
view of our new programmable slim-line
calculators, the HP-1lC and HP-12C.
O h , b y the way; it's now called the HP
Personal Computing DIGEST, since the
advent of the HP Series 80 Personal
Computers.

Tenth Anniversary
Calendar Ready
I f you missed the announcement o f our
special Hewlett-Packard Personal C o m puting P r o d u c t s T e n t h A n n i v e r s a r y
C a l e n d a r i n the last issue, NOW i s t h e
time to order what could easily become a
real collector's item. It will be a limited
edition. Opened, the calendar measures 18
b y 30 inches (45.7 b y 76.2 cm), and it h a s a
spiral binding.
In the last issue, we printed a photo o f the
space shuttle scene, and here we have a
photo depicting t h e " w i n n i n g t h e
America's Cup race" scene.

KEY NOTES FOR CHRZSTMAS

AST...BUT NOT LEAST
'L

word "last" very seIdom engenders
houghts, unless...perhaps you just
e a millionaire a n d it is your last day

Below, we have
ordering details fro
in case you missed
also learned that

Dealer. We'll bet t h a t once you see o
you'll surely want one.
Hewlett-Packard h a s commissioned
Michael Cacy, a leading U.S. artist,
create 12 original scenes t h a t depict
exciting events a n d places in which
Personal Computing Products have bee
color and in
events selecte
the Atlantic 0

The final calendar will have the n
the month in seven languages, and
priate text describing the depicted
will accompany the H P product sho
each month.

ou have seen it progress t h e past seven
vears. J u s t don't forget to read page 15 and
send us a check, join the-library, or
rm your local H P Sales Office; then you
t have to worry about last issues, and
u can think ahead about highly rewarding, informative new issues. I guarantee
ou *ill remember V6N1 a s a highmark i n the mainstream of programcalcualtors. And, significantly, it
Hewlett-Packard's Tenth Anniin the calculator business.

TENTH ANNIVERSARY
king of tenth anniversaries ...it is
believe t h a t the remarkable HP-35
eased on J a n u a r y 4,1972. I t caused
sensational change in our "computa" lives just 10 short years ago. And
can believe t h a t we a r e not going to
this auspicious event to pass und. With such "firsts" a s the HP-35
HP-65, HP-41C, a n d...(fooled you!),
going to build our celebration
"Ten Years of Innovation," a n d
11 you all about it in V6N1. We've
d the very first sale of a n
ve found both it a n d the
Both the owner and the
what older, but we're happy
0th still work very well!

Each calendar will be packed in a
flat mailing envelope to protect it
transit. Delivery will start on or about DON'T SEND $25!!
November 1,1981, a n d you should allow 4
to 6 weeks for delivery. The purchase price
you are
checks
ts in
is $5* postpaid in the u.s., ~l~~.~, and t h e amount of $25, which represents a
Hawaii; elsewhere, the price is $8,50* domestic one-year subscription to the Corpostpaid. T~ order, send y o u r name, valIis Library a n d a one-year subscription
to KEY NOTES (see page 15). Please do
address, a n d payment to:
not s e n d $25 checksf You get KEY
HP CALENDAR
NOTES free in 1982 if you join thelibrary;
Attn: Darlene Johrrson
thus, you should send only $20 for both
Hewlett-Packard Company
services. Plus-and I almost hate to tell
1 0 0 0 N.E. Circle Blvd.
you-it costs more t h a n $5 to return the
Cowallis. Oregon 9 7 3 3 0 U.S.A.
overpayment to you. Please read page 15
This beautiful calendar is something you before
a
will not want miss, so don't wait to0 long
Also relevant to the subject of subscript~ order your copy. I t definitely would be a tions is "addresses." We have always found
very nice Christmas present, 90 we will t h a t you get better and more positive mail
make every possible effort to get all orders delivery a t your residence, not a t your place
in the mail a s soon a s possible. All overseas of work. Of course it is up to you, but we'd
orders will be sent by air mail.
prefer you use your home address on
subscriptions. Also, be sure to notify us of
U S dollars Orders from anywhere outsrde t h ~U S
a n y change of address.
must ~ncludea negotiable check (or money order). i n
U S dollars, drau~nor8 o U S . hank Payment must
accompany your ordrr

' U S . dollars See note at bottom edge of cover

Are you one of those people who seem to
have everything? Does your family or a
friend have trouble finding a Christmas
present for you? Well, then, how about a
KEY NOTES subscription, or a Library
subscription, or even a "renewal" as a n
excellent Christmas gift? There is even the
choice of quite a few price levels:
$5*-KEY NOTES Subscription (1 year)
$lo*--U.S./Canada Renewal (1 year)
$1 5*-Overseas Renewal (1 year)
$20X-New U.S./Canada Library
Subscr~pt~on
(1 year)
$SO*-New Overseas Library Subscr~ption
(1 year)
{See page 15 for more details.)
Maybe you should leave KEY NOTES on
t h e coffee or dinner table, open to this
page-or page 15? Well, it's a thought,
anyway ... plus-and t h i s could be a large
plus-KEY NOTES a n d Library subscriptions may be tax deductibleon your Income
Tax. I t would pay you to lookinto that.
Also excellent to receive a t Christmas are
all those accessories you c a n add to your
HP-67/97 or HP-41 systems, Your nearest
HP Dealer should be well-stocked a t this
time of year, but don't wait too long!

LETTERS TO KEY NOTES
When you address letters t o KEY
NOTES, you should refrain from including
anything not associated with t h e newsletter. Questions about the calculator or its
operation should be addressed to Customer
Support and questions about the Users'
Library should be addressed to t h a t function. Also, questions about future products
cannot be answered; Company policy
permits me to discuss only those products
t h a t have been released. Federal regulations also prohibit discussing future products.
Letters to the editor should be addressed
to:
Henry Horn, Editor
HP K E Y N O T E S
H e w l e t t - P a c k a r d Co.
1000 N.E. C i r c l e B o u l e v a r d
Corvallis, O r e g o n 97330 U.S.A.
We cannot guarantee a reply to every letter,
but we do guarantee t h a t every letter will be
read by the editor or technical editor, a n d
a s many a s possible will be answered in
KEY NOTES Or in a personal response.
Please be sure to put your return address on
the face of your letter. Letters sometimes
get separated from envelopes.

BEST WISHES TO ALL
I t is always a pleasure a t this time of the
year to thank all of you for your support of
KEY NOTES, for your ardent participation, for your steady patience, a n d for all
your nice comments about t h i s newsletter.
On behalf of Hewlett-Packard, I wish all of
you all over the world a happy, safe, and
joyous holiday season; a prosperous New
Year; many happy hours of productive
programming; a n d t h a t you get a subscription to KEY NOTES for Christmas.
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Routines, Techniques,

Tips, Etc..

.

The routines and techniques furnished in
this column are contributed b y people from
a l l walks o f life and w i t h various levels o f
mathematical a n d p r o g r a m m i n g skills.
While the routines m i g h t n o t be the
ultimate in programming, they do present
new ideas a n d solutions t h a t others have
found for their applications. You m i g h t
haue to modify them to fit your personal
application.

Some people claim t h a t a strange creature resides in Loch-Ness, Ireland. Well, we
haue confirmed the existence o f a n HP-67
in I\russloch, Germany, a n d i t s owner is
R o l a n d W a l d i . Mr. Waldi contributed this
first routine.
(67/97) I'm going to introduce a German
word, "Quersumme," simply because I don't
know the English translation. Quersumme
means "sum of the digits of a number," and
most people will be familiar with it from rules
such as: the Quersumme of every number
divisible by 3 is divisible by 3 itself (with a zero
remainder), and the equivalent rule for
divisibility by 9. Here I want to present a small
program to compute the Quersumme of a
given integer.

*LRLfi

e

STOl
RJ.
lLBL1

-

1
8

FRC
$?+I

811
812

8i3
814

LSTX
INT
X#@?
6T01

815
1
617
81 8
819

loX

RCL!
x

RTN

Now you can. for example, let the calculator
find out what numbers are equal to the
Ouersumme of their square. The only solutions are 1 and 9. The only numbers with
Ouersumme (n t 3) = n are 1, 8, 17, 26, and
27.

..............................
R o l a n d W a l d i also has some neat hints
for us to use o n just about any HP scientific
calculator. This is a convenient l i s t to refer
to when programming algebraic equations.
( 6 7 / 9 7 / 4 1 ) Here are some special root
functions of one argument.
Function

Keystrokes

JiTF

)ENTEA(,
I., JR-P(
pi?-I, r n l

1

Imq,rn

,
I
-

m,m

[=,(TAN]

Im,wJ

These last two are similar f o r m .

..............................
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T h i s next routine is a significant routine
for those o f you who do a l o t of programming o n the "Big" computers. D a v i d
W h y a t t sent it to us from Eastwood, South
~u~tralia.
( 6 7 / 9 7 ) M y HP-67 gets a fair bit of use
preparing data for computer studies. This
routine is added to all my data preparation
programs to ensure that the answer is always
i n F5.X format ( 4 significant figures), be it
positive or negative. Should the answer be too
large to fit the F 5 format, a row of zeros is
displayed, while, if it is too small, the
calculator displays it i n SCI format.

CF3
i

'Toy
..!

4

STOI

RCLS
X>@?

.

7.271
.,L

6SB8
~ L B La
F3?
RTN
DSZi
&TO€
B
LISPS
RTN

QPS
ACLE!

,+y?
RTN
DSZI
SPC
asp i

RCLS

SF3

RTH
4LBL6
1

8
ST@

GSRB

D a n i e l Q. Dye, Jr. o f Denver, Coloradg,
contributed this next routine. I t is a shorter
version o f a routine t h a t we published a
while ago.
(67/97) Oliver J. Olsen's register data
scaling routine (V2N4p6) can be simplified by
means of indirect register arithmetic. To use
the improved routine, initialize the I-register
with the highest register to be scaled and
enter the scaling constant into the X-register.

08:

e

'L

$02
883

ST+;

065
806

ST+@
FTN

884

<TOE:

8137

E/S

Now, from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
comes a routine b y V i c S c h m i d t . T h i s i s a
useful routine for those o f you who
frequently encounter 3 X 3 space.
( 6 7 / 9 7 ) Here is a fairly short routine for
the HP-67/97 which multiplies two 3 X 3
matrices: R = A X 0 . The elements of matrix A
are to be stored in primary registers 0-8 i n
increasing order (1.1; 1.2; 1.3; ... 3.3). The
elements of matrix B are to be stored i n the
secondary registers (0-8) i n the same manner. The resultant matrix, R, replaces 8 in the
secondary registers, and A is preserved i n the
primary registers. Registers A and B are used
for scratch, leaving registers 9, C, E, and D
and secondary register 9 untouched. Run time
is roughly 3 0 seconds.

CTO7

R/S

*LBLE
7

i

The routine can be modified to suit any
other F format by changing step 006 (i.e.. for
F8.X use 7 i n step 006).
One reason for sending this contribution is
to see if any other reader can come up with a
shorter or simpler routine. As most of thedata
I prepare is less than ABS(1.OO) the program
has been written to start with small figures
and work up, thus saving time.

STOI

CSBa
GSBa

GSBG
RTN
*L BL n
8
GSBa
STOA

GSRe
In bhe b i g sky country of Montana, r i g h t
n e a r the Continental Divide, lies the t o w n
of Anaconda. J o h n C r a i g lives in this
town a n d he owns an HP-67, on which, he
developed this next routine.
(67/97) Twice now, I've seen, i n KEY
VOTES, routines that give y MOD x, but only
for numbers that have the same sign. (GCD
routine from John S. Prigge in V2N4 and a
routine of mine in V3N1.) So. here's a routine
for y MOD x that works for all cases (except
x=O of course). Thanks again for all the good
ideas i n KEY NOTES.

STUB
GSEe
ESEd

RCLB
GSBd
RCLA
G'SBd
ISZI
R TN

tLBLe
R4
x: I
9

-

XZI

*LBLa

8
GSBa
GSBn
CSPn
RT)r

aLBLd
S T 0i

DSZI
DSZI
US71
RJ.
RTN

*L BL a
XZY
XZI

RCL i
I
SZI
XZY

J

+

XZI
XZY

RCL i
?I

Rt

+

R TH

Only 55 program lines1 There are three
warnings, however. First, the subroutines
must be placed in memory in the order shown,

the LBLa is used three times (uses
labels &is way). Second, note that the
is storsd In registers 0-8 instead of 1-0
the Standard Pac matrix operations
m (itturned out to be more efficient this
Finally, there are three levels of
5-.subroutines used here, se the main routine
; &RL E) cannot be called as a true subroutine.
,I
However, addins three more program lines
and additional use of register 9 givw you a
' pmudosubroutine that 1s called by the
sequence:

s).

n
GTO E
LBLn,
where n is any digit 0-9. The first seven lines
d the multiplication routine are replaced by:

08:
882

*LBLE
5709

887

ESBa

7

088

KCLS

STOl

809

STOI

GSBo

B!0
611

GTOi
R.4

@@.I(

084
885
B06

ESBa

and the now the pseudosubroutine may be
called from up to ten different places in the
master program.

-

With winter approaching, some people's
thoughts turn to temperature. Since the
United States continues to expreee temperature in Farenheit, while most of the world
uses Celsius, the winter traveler can
become frustrated. In Largo, Florida, A l a n
Marcue teamed up w i t h his HP-41 to put a n
end to the frustrations o f the temperatureconscious traveler.
(41) The follow~ngprogram displays a dual
temperature conversion. The program, when
executed, prompts for temperature to be
converted and displaystthe dual answersappropriately labeled. Additional data entries
followed by R/S skip around the prompt.

16 +
17 ST0 03
18 RCL 80
19 LFiSTX
20 21 1.8
22 P
23 CLR
24 #RCL X
25 RRCL 02
26 RRCL 83
27 RRGL 01
28 GF 22
29 WIEU
34 .EHD.

~ ~ + L B'TEHP"
L
62 FS?G 22
03 GTU 61
84 FIX 1
65 "F'
BB RSTO 81
07 =C •
08 #ST0 &?
89 'TERP?'
10 PRMPT
I ~ ~ L B81
L
12 ST0 88
13 1.8
14
15 M

*

(41) A very short program that sokss far
two real roots of a quadratic equation:

193 LBLC

226 LBL C
227 GTO C
ClYU

I often have to press XEQ C when the
program stops at the PROMPT. By placing
lines 226 and 227 fairly close below the
prompt, I have decreased the time that the
calculator takes to search for LBL C. After the
first execution of the program, the GTO C at
line 227 stores the jump distance to line 193
so the calculator does not have to search
through each line of the program.

To use this routine, key in

:

' .

,

7

E

to see x2.
(With a test a n d branch a#ter line I 1 a d
about 10 more bytes of programrningdepending o n the ALPHA messages-this
routine also could solve for imaginary
roofs-Ed.)

Inrh.lultrlwaftCEPNcyI"EB~2),

tk.t w n
r S B a i L u t o t h . d h a r ~ ~ h r
rtut it ptrt r in L#T t atit in X, wud
we pbLtd a "CUBB" wnatb

8*+*3+1*..C+H+WHH5.-

Chrdmn, Nebrnabh L the tlww &
psravjat8a~of-Cbs.t.ctTbirtr
~ * ~ E " ~ e ~ t r r r n * t Wu+*afLBloJr,wBB.c~lt&tbblamb
o r u
md u&
FoPtfnr. Mr. Hack mxmmmmh
h s l IOd phr. of Longdew. w..ukgk011.
t h # ~ f Q * t a g w , ~ b u r f t r e w* l d
It&Irrrt~rsaa;lll8lflhsetkobolit~~
X , Y, 2, and T,ad Ot d.W,mhkm th. u r t r s ~ * P t E s ~ ~ ~ t r r ~ ~ z m r .

d*~~odtBr~irnclloa.

0 l + L l 'CUBE'
02 Xt2
03 ST* L

(41) Here is a s u b w t i n e that is useful i n
aame prosrams. It uses the DSE function to
Gash a" ALPHAmessage on the display.

94 VIEW L

Next, we'll travel to Stockholm, the
capital o f Sweden, where we get a seasonal
idea from Jens Suckedorff.
(41) When dealing with cyclical data series
like seasonal data, it is very useful to see in
what season a data entry occurs. To do so one
very useful function is MOD, but as this one
gives 0 as an answer each time the period is
divisible by the number of seasons, it is
necessary to use one of the following
routines:
01 MOD
02 X = 01
03X<>L

---

It h o t dtm that s m wr an &b#@
gmtgmaHthS9~,b~trrrp~

Period No.

Season

~ " w @ ~ ~ - (

1
2

1
2
3
4
1
2

3

t

i*Ofy)thairu-mdwd-

tk.tFILdEbjO&w
mrw*
--Spr

B*
h

,- - '.
-

1

.
:

I .

1

'

%

h

~

~

*

r

~

l

o

p

I

B

(41) This is in regard to 'the %T routine
submitted by Mr. Heidecker (VSM2plOc). I
agree wholeheartedly that %T is a desirable
function and know of a shorter way to
implement it. I came across the method some
time ago and cannot now remember where.
The routine is as follows:

---

4
5
6

la th.irrc k w CYBtPS,

thins I. +Ma

depending on whether the stack or the LAST
X-register is to be maintained. To use these
routines, enter the period in Y and the number
of seasons in X. If the number of seasons is 4,
an example output is:

-----

BSE 88
GTO I
RTH
.END.

Line 03 is the Counter value and line 04 is
the counter register. A tone instruction after
line 07 causes a beeping sound, but sluws the
r0ufineconSiderab1y.

01 MOD
02X=0?
03 RCL L

or

08
09
10
11

A3 18
04 ST0 88
B5*LBL 80
86 'wFLQSH****'

..............................

.

1411 This is a trick to find local-ALPHA
taLkquicker i n s long program,

El.I

[m],
@, IXEQI IALPHA] SOLVE I m 1 .
The display will then contain x l . Press

r.

91.

12 SBRT
13 ST- Z
14 +
15 .EN'!.

66
67 EHTERt
98 EN'FERt

C)I*LL "XT'
02VX 03 2
M ffX
B5 .MB.
IContizwleQ

.-

r,

I
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o

l

The core (lines 02-04) will run as a program
or can be used manually on many calculators.

(A lot of people submitted their versions
of this routine. This o w was the shortest
and quickest. However, we appreciate the
variety and thank all who contributedEd.)

handbook; pg. 163). The program can clear
the registers within the specifiv limits either
one after the other or every other, evsry third,

Cumulative Frequencies for, use with Random
Word Generator above.
REGISTERS
02

03

04
05

,
f 4 l j T M ' K ~ ?NOTES
~
dated November 1979
(V3N4), Craig Pearce'e program named
VEIWSZE uses 15 lines but mine uses 13
-

(41with card reader) I have written a small
routine to call a subroutine even when it is not
in the calculator's memory. The program's
name has to be i n ALPHA. If the required
program is i n the calculator's memory it is
simply executed, but if it is not, the calculator
will ask for the card with the program. Then it
checks to see if the correct program has been
inserted and, if not, tt will ask again. This
routine has to be packed and have an END or
it will erase itself. The last limit is that the
ALPHA label may only consist of a maximum
of six letters instead of seven. This routige
uses about 36 bytes, and it preserves X, Y, Z.
and T. and it clears flag 25.

@l+LBL =G#SVB82 FIST0 L
83tLBL @ f
84 SF 25
O5 XEB IND
86 Fs?C 25
07 R?H

lines. I enjoy KEY NOTES very much.

81*LBL 'SEESZE82 SF 25
63 0.31681
64 ST0 X
05tLBC 69
06 ISG X
87 VIEW IHB X

68 'IHSERT'
89 CIKL L
18 flYIEH
38r84
12 CTI) 81
13 .END.

t W r u , u a b a f r t d k ~ ~ t r k dR . 6 W p b f i r l . u i * e * r S d d w k o I ~
tabcorrr;,Cserm#&Li6Usryw&hW
D&n.Naw4auirt

v

65 1% X
Ei6 €TO 81
87 .END.

The limits of registers to be cleared are
keved into X in the ISG/DSE format fi.e...
iii.iffcc) and f o ~ ~ mitss rules (sep owner's

.

,

"SIZE='
URCL X
RYIELf
i3 .END.

-a--

especially "Routines,xxx." For clearing registers within t w o limits, has anybody t r ~ e dthe
followina?

L:,

FS? 25
G T ee
~

(Thanks for the nice compliment Scott.
We can't help but respect a contribution like
this f r ~ m
Q young man like yourself-Ed.)
.

(41) On the lighter side of programming, I
have come up with a crude random word
generator, The program is crude-not the
words1 However. it is based on the natural
frequency of o e i r e n c e of each letter of the
alphabet. The simple random number used
(LBL 001 was supplied in the applications
Programs book with my first programmable
calculator-an HP-25. Some data must be
pre-stored i n the data registers. Aseed for the
r a m m number generator must be i n register
28. The cumulative frequencies for the letters
1A to Z must be stored in registers 02-27 (see
list below). The 26 letters must be alphaumericglly stored in registers 29-54.

04 ST0 08

'HOP"
81
IN1 X
IHB X

88
69
18
11
12

07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

a9pd,4biw.nintmwW~

for the
(This is a valuable
HP-41 and card reader combination. It is a
good basic program to help manage your
"files,* or cardprograms.~i~~~~computer
systems have extensive file management
programs.
you develop nore and
these bines, the ~ ~ steps
4
closer and closer to "the big league"

01*LBL
92+LBL
83 STO
84 ST-

'

06

VALUE
0.0774
0.0915
0.1 237
0.1631
0.291 6
0.3191
0.3367
0.3828
0.4526
0.4542
0.4582
0.4946
0.5215
0.5938
0.6711
0.6951
0.6967
0.7690
0.831 9
0.9259
0.9639
0.9639
0.9779
0.9817
0.9990
1 . m
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11 RCL 28
12 RCL 81
13 1
14 +
15 RBH
16RCL INDT
17 X Y ?
18 GTO 85
19 I% 81
29 GTO 82

'

214CBt 05
22 RCL 61
23 25
24 +
25 FtRCL IHB X
26 .DSE 88
27 GTO 01
25 HIE#
29 ST#?
30 CTO 'RW'
3I+LBL 69
32 RCL 28
33 P I
34 +
355
36 Y t X
37 FRC
38'STO 25
3'3 .EW.

EatrrUbrPRwrla,Prrd~kr31
wltb th* MOD LiWm ~mtlvt
HP-41.
(41) 1 have developed a routine that
converts a number in Base 1 0 t o any Base n,
where n can be an integer 2, 3, ... 9, or 10
itself1 This is the routine; "GEN2" (for general
base conversion 2). 1 expect the recursion
relat~onsused in this routine are known by
mathematicians but this is the first time I have
seen them.

%1*LBt 'CEH2'
62 'BFISE?'
63 PRflHPT
94 ST@ M

6 le
66 67 C K
08 ST0 85
WLBL C)
18 RCL 64
11 STO 62
12 f
13 STO 83
14 "tNO'
15 PRWT
16 $TO 81
17eLBL .61 .
18 RCL X
19 RCL 62
26 HOB
21 -

22 X=@?
23 CTO 62
24 ST# Y
25 RCL 62
26 /
27 RCL 03
28
29 RCL 85
30
31 ST+ 61
8 RCL 64
33 ST* 62
34 CLX
35 18
36 ST* 63
37 RBN
38 RllN
39 GTO 81
4FLBt 62
41 YIEM 81
42 .END.

*
*

1 think it is safe t o say that the MOD
function is one of the most useful functions
on the HP-41, and that the above routine
would not be possible without it.

KEY NOTES
Subscription Plan
You were informed in the last two issues
that, because of skyrocketing inflation, we
would soon be charging a subscription fee
for H P KEY NOTES. This notice and a
Subscription Order is being repeated in this
last free issue for those who might have
missed it or who are reading KEY NOTES
for the first time. I n February 1982, Volume
6 N u m b e r 1 w i l l be m a i l e d O N L Y
TO THOSE WHO SUBSCRIBE BEFORE
THAT TIME. Below are more details.

FOR U.S. AND CANADA
I n the United States and Canada the
subscription fee will be $5. for one year. For
that fee you will receive four issues of KEY
NOTES a year.
We will accept subscriptions a n y time
after November 1, 1981. J u s t fill in the
Subscription Order, then mail it (or a
photocopy) and a check or money order for
$5. to the Users' Library in Corvallis
(address on back cover).
All copies of H P KEY NOTES distributed
in the U.S. and Canada will be sent by firstclass mail. (By U.S., we mean any address
with a U.S. Post Office ZIP code.)
If you are a member of the Corvallis
Users' Library and live in the U.S. or
Canada, you will receive H P KEY NOTES
free for the first year (1982).
On January 1,1982, all current members
of the Corvallis Users' Library will be
added to the H P KEY NOTES subscription
mailing list for one year-free of charge.

Before You Fill-In
Your Order.. .
Do not mark the first option if you
choose the third option. KEY NOTES is
included (for 1982) in a Corvallis Library
subscription. I n other words, do not send
$25 or $35 with your order.
Do not send cash if you can avoid it. Use

Such people do not have to send i n the
Subscription Order. We will automatically
put you on subscription for 1982. Also,
everyone who joins the Users' Library in
1982 will receive a free one-year subscription to HP KEY NOTES.

FOR EUROPE (UPLE)
If you live in Europe and receive HP KEY
N O T E S t h r o u g h t h e Users' P r o g r a m
Library Europe (UPLE) i n Geneva, Switzerland, you will presently continue to receive
HP KEY NOTES, and you will receive i t
free in 1982. The issues you receive will be
printed in the U.S. a n d bulk-shipped by air
freight to the Amsterdam mailing house.
INDIVIDUAL COPIES CANNOT BE OBTAINED FROM CORVALLIS unless you
are a paid-up member of the Corvallis
Users' Library. If and when this plan
changes, you will be notified in advance.
You do not have to send in the Subscription Order.

FOR ALL OTHER COUNTRIES
If you live in Mexico, South America,
Africa, Australia, New Zealand, or Asia, or
i n a n y country not covered above, please
fill i n the Subscription Order on this page
and mail it to the nearest Hewlett-Packard
office. This will assure that you will
continue to receive H P KEY NOTES in
1982. If you cannot determine where to send
the form, send it to Corvallis, a n d we will
see that it gets to the right location.
Depending on where you live, you might be
asked to pay a mailing fee i n order to
continue receiving H P KEY NOTES.

a check or money order, payable to HewlettPackard in U.S. dollars, and drawn on a
U.S. bank. Or use your American Express,
Mastercard, or VISA charge account and
furnish your name exactly a s on the card,
plus the card number and expiration date.
Do not send puchase orders or request
invoices for the $5 KEY NOTES subscription. If you want your company to reimburse you, use the Subscription Order a s a n

Of course, if you live anywhereoutside
the U.S. and are a member of the Corvallis
Users' Library, you do not have to send in
the Subscription Order. You will receive H P
KEY NOTES in 1982 a s part of your
Library subscription.

FOR THE FUTURE
Effective January 1,1982, we will include
a copy of the current KEY NOTES and a n
invitation to subscribe to i t inside each
HP-41, HP-67, and HP-97 carton.

AND FINALLY..

.

We want you to know that, a s a result of
this subscription plan and future plans,
KEY NOTES will only get better. You will
get it on a regular schedule. There are still a
few "bugs" to iron out of some overseas
shipments, but we are making progress.
Right now, Europe receives KEY NOTES
five times faster t h a n just a year ago. And
perhaps we can improve on that record.
Without the economic problems that have
haunted the newsletter of late, and by using
better classes of mail and freight delivery,
you will find that KEY NOTES will be a
regular companion-there when you count
on it. And with many exciting improvements i n the next year, you won't want to
miss getting KEY NOTES.
* U.S. dollars. Orders from anywhere outside the U.S.
must include a negotiable check (or money order), in
U.S. dollars, drawn on a U.S. bank. Payment must
accompany your order.

invoice or use it to apply for Petty Cash
funds.
Do m a i l your order to: KEY NOTES
Subscription; Hewlett-Packard Company;
Corvallis, Oregon 97330.
Our thanks to all of' you who have
already sent your checks and orders. As of
November 2 (the start of our fiscal year) we
have begun entering KEY NOTES subscriptions for 1982.

HP KEY NOTES Subscription Order
Yes, I want to continue to receive HP KEY NOTES.
Please enter my order as follows:
(Check or money order payable to Hewlen-Packard)

Your name, complete address, and postal code:

I enclose 65' for a 1 -year subscription for
the U.S. and Canada.

I live outstde the U.S., Canada, or Europe
and want to be kept on the mailing list.
I want to jo~nthe Corvallis Users' Library
and enclose payment. ($20. U.S. or
Canada; 530' elsewhere.)
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ROLL YOUR OWN

Those Inventive
Calculator
Users.. .
Calculator users tend to be a n inventive
bunch of people. Give them a challenge a n d
they'll respond with a new idea. Here a r e
some t h a t we thought you would enjoymaybe even use yourself.

HP KEY NOTES
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Hewtett-PaekardSA
Users Program Library Europe
7, Rue du Bois-du-Lan
P.O. Box, CH-1217Meyrin2
Geneua-Switzerland
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Hewlett-Packard Company
Cowallis Division
1 0 0 0 N.E. Circle Boulevard

f,i

Programming and operating tips, answers to
questions, and information about new pro
grams and developments. Published periodically for owners of Hewl&Packard fully
programmable personal calculators. Reader
comments or contributions are welcomed.
Pkase send them to one of the following
addresses.
Hewhtt-Packard Company
Users' Library
1000N.E. Circle Boulevard
Corvallis, Oregon 97330 USA

Anyone who uses a calculator printer a n d
creates a long, long printout knows t h a t i t
isn't the easiest thing in the world to
handle. Take Tom HArper, for example;
Tom works i n Customer Support (at Corvallis Division) a n d often h a s to juggle t h e
telephone, a long printout, a n d maybe even
a pen or pencil. A s you can see in the
photos, his inventive mind, two pencils,
a n d the cardboard box for one of our

battery rechargers solved one problem for
him. Crude a s i t m a y look, i t works-and
works well.

KOLBDSKUBE
Anyone can own a multi-colored Rubik's
cube, which is a new fad that's sweeping
around the entire world. But, a s far a s we
know, there is only one "Kolb's Kube," a n d
it resides i n a desk here a t Corvallis
D i v i s i o n . T h a t d e s k b e l o n g s t o Dr.
William C. Wickes, author of Synthetic
Programming o n the HP-41C, a n d formerly
a member of the Washington (DC) Chapter
of PPC. Bill Kolb, also a member of t h a t
Chapter, m a d e the cube a s a going-away
present for Dr. Wickes when h e joined
Hewlett-Packard.
You cannot imagine t h e work t h a t went
into this project. First, Bill Kolb h a d to dig
through his collection of old H P sales
literature to find three calculator photographs t h a t would fit onto t h e surfaces of a
standard Rubik's cube. He finally found
photos of t h e HP-21, HP-22, a n d HP-25 t h a t
were enough alike to fit, a n d then h e h a d to
carefully cut a n d fit pieces to fit the
individual cube surfaces, to cover t h e multicolored original surfaces.
I t i s truly a work of a r t a n d a splendid
'keepsake. I t wasn't easy to photograph, but
we assure you t h a t i t is not easy to solve a s
a puzzle, either! First, you h a v e to remember w h a t each of those three calculators
looks like, a n d there a r e no colors to help
you. I t is utterly fascinating.
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